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It is known that there exist EOL forms for which no form equivalent propagating EOL form 
exists. We present nondegenerate hi rarchies refining this result. 
1. Introduction 
In the study of formal grammars as language generators the phenomenon of 
erasing can often be eliminated. E.g., given a context-free grammar (an EOL, 
ETOL system respectively) one can effectively construct a propagating (that is not 
using erasing) system of the same kind which generates the same language. How- 
ever, if we are interested in grammars as generators of language families (rather than 
languages), then we cannot restrict ourselves to propagating systems (forms) only. 
E.g., in the case of EOL forms it is known that there exist EOL forms for which 
no form equivalent EOL form exists (see e.g., [3]). As a consequence of the above 
result no propagating EOL form can be vomplete (see [4]); moreover, every vom- 
plete EOL form must have a production a--,A where a is a terminal (see [1]). 
In our paper we will investigate in detail the role of erasing in EOL forms. For 
an EOL form F= (V, •, P, S), er(F) denotes the set of symbols which have an erasing 
production; eru(F) denotes the set of symbols which only have an erasing produc- 
tion, er+(F) denotes the set of symbols which can derive the empty word and 
eru+(F) denotes the set of symbols which must derive the empty word. Let x(F) be 
one of the above sets. Then the x-degree ofF is defined as the cardinality of x(F) 
and for a nonnegative integer k, ~2(xDEG(k)EOL) denotes the set of all families 
L~(G) where G is an EOL form such that its x-degree is smaller than or equal to k. 
It turns out that the diagram of Fig. 1 holds. The diagram is proved in Section 2. 
Recall that if there is a directed chain of edges in the diagram leading from a class 
X to a class Y then XC Y; otherwise X and Y are incomparable but not disjoint. 
Instead of looking at the cardinality of x(F) we can look at the maximum number 
of occurrences of symbols of x(F) in a sentential form of F. This leads to the notion 
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L 2(er + DEG(3)EOL) 
L2(er + DEG(2)EOL) 
L2(er + DEG(1)EOL) 
J 
J 
~" L~(eru + DEG[3)EOL) 
t.2(~,. + DEa(2)EOL) 
L2(eru + DEG(1)EOL) 
L2(eru + DEG(O)EOL) -~ L2(eruDEG(O)EOL) 
/ 
L~(EPOL) --~ L2(er + DEG(O)EOL) = L~(erDEG(O)EOL) 
Fig. 1. 
of the x-index of erasing and the families .%'2(xlND(k)EOL) which k is a non- 
negative integer. It turns out that the diagram of Fig. 2 holds which is proved in 
Section 3. 
We assume the reader to be familiar with the basics of formal languages (see e.g., 
[2] and [6]), especially the theory of EOL systems (see e.g., [5]) and forms (see e.g., 
[3] and [7]). Some notations are recalled in the Appendix. 
3. Degree of erasing 
It is well known that propagating EOL systems constitute a normal form for EOL 
languages, i.e., given an EOL system F one can construct an EPOL system F~ such 
that L(F)=L(FI) (see e.g., [5]). In other words Y'(EOL)=U(EPOL). 
If we are interested in language families rather than languages, then EPOL 
systems (forms) do not generate all possible EOL families (see e.g., [3]). In other 
words, Y'2(EPOL)CS2(EOL). The 'classical' example of an EOL form F such 
that 5{~(F) e SZ(EOL) - Y'z(EPOL) is the following. 
F: S~abba, a-~cd, b~A,  c~N,  d- ,N,  N~N.  
Observe that F contains only one symbol which has an erasing production (b--, A). 
Using the concept 'degree of erasing' introduced above, we will now extend the 
'classical' result and prove that the diagram of Fig. 1 holds. 
We end the section by proving that none of the families from Fig. 1 except for 
f2(EPOL) is "grammatical",  i.e., if 5P2(X) is such a family, then for no EOL 
form F, S2(X) = L/'2(F). 
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! 
I L2(eru + IND(3)EOL) ! 
| 
La(eru[ND(3)EOL) 
L2(e,IND(3)EOL) 
L2(eru + IND(2)EOL) 
J(er + IND(3}EOL) 
J 
7 
L 2(erulND(2)EOL) 
L2(erlND(2)EOL ) 
, L2(er + IND(2)EOL) 
L2 (eruIN D (1)EOL) 
L2(eru + IND(1)EOL) I~ I '~  [ ] 
L2(eru + IND(O)EDL) = L2(erulND(O)EOL) , L2(erlND(1)EOL) 
L~(,r + tND(1)EOL) 
L2(er + IND(O)EOL) = L2(erIND(O)EOL) ---- L2(EPOL) 
Fig. 2. 
We start by proving the diagram depicted in Fig. 1. Inclusions, equalities and in- 
comparabilities shown in Fig. 1 are proved in Lemma 2.1, Lemma 2.2 and Lemmas 
2.3-2.4 respectively. 
First of all we demonstrate hat the inclusions hold. 
Lemma 2.1. For each nonnegative integer k the following relations hold. 
(i) 5/~2(erDEG(k)EOL) c_ L/'2(eruDEG(k)EOL). 
(ii) yE(er+DEG(k)EOL) c_ S2(erDEG(k)EOL). 
(iii) 5/'2(er+DEG(k)EOL ) c_ L/~2(eru+DEG(k)EOL). 
(iv) ~'2(eru+DEG(k)EOL ) C_ S2(eruDEG(k)EOL ). 
Proof.  We give the proof of (i) only; (ii) through (iv) can be proved analogously. 
Let k be as in the statement of the lemma and let F be an EOL form such that 
S(F )  e ~2(erDEG(k)EOL). Thus there exists an EOL form G such that Lf(F)= 
Z(G)  and erdeg(G)_<k. Then since eru(G)c_er(G), also erudeg(G)_<k. Conse- 
quently, ~(F )  =Y(G)  eSE(eruDEG(k)EOL).  [] 
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Next we prove the equalities depicted in Fig. 1. In addition we prove that for any 
positive integer k the families 5£Z(erDEG(k)EOL) and S2(eruDEG(k)EOL) coincide 
with the whole S2(EOL). 
Lemma 2.2. (i) For any positive integer k, S2(erDEG(k)EOL)=~2(eruDEG(k) 
EOL ) = Y~ 2 (EOL). 
(ii) S2(erDEG(O)EOL) = 5(2(er+DEG(O)EOL) =LPz(EPOL). 
(iii) S2(eruDEG(O)EOL) =S2(eru+DEG(O)EOL). 
Proof .  (i) Let F= (V, Z, P, S) be an EOL form. We will construct an equivalent EOL 
form F 1 such that e r (F0=eru(F l ) _  < 1. 
Let {A}, Vp={[p]]p~P, p~{a~A]a6V}} be new alphabets such that 
{A}, lip and V are pairwise disjoint. Then define Fl-=(VI,Z, Pi, S) as follows. 
(i) 1/1 = VtA VpU {A}.  
(ii) Pl={a~[p] Ip :a -yx  and xg:A}U{[p l~x[p :aTx  and x~A}UXtAPA 
where X = { a ~ A [ a y A } and PA = {A ~ A } if X:g 0, otherwise PA = O. 
Obviously (see e.g., [3]), S (F )=Lf (F  l) and" er(F1)=eru(F1)_<l. Thus S (F )= 
~(Fi)~sYZ(erDEG(1)EOL). Since F was an arbitrary EOL form, .U2(EOL)C_ 
2(erDEG (1)EOL). 
Then since for any positive integer k, Y~Z(erDEG(1)EOL) c_fZ(erDEG(k)EOL), 
S2(erDEG(k)EOL) c_ 5fZ(eruDEG(k)EOL), clearly (i) holds. 
(ii) Follows immediately from the definitions. 
(iii) S2(eru+DEG(O)EOL) c_LtZ(eruDEG(O)EOL) follows from Lemma 2.1. 
To prove the converse inclusion we proceed as follows. 
Let F be an EOL form such that 5°(F)~ LfZ(eruDEG(O)EOL). Then there exists 
an EOL form G=(V,~,P,S) such that 5°(F)=Y(G) ,  and 
#({a~ V I a ~x  implies x=A})  = 0. 
Hence we have: #({a~ V Ino infinite chain a =Xo, Xl,X 2 .... exists such that for 
i_>0, X i ~xi+l and xi:C:A})=O. For assume that there exists an tze V which must 
derive A after a number of steps. Then clearly a ~ w and for each f lealph w, 
fl-~ A is the only fl-production in G; a contradiction. Hence, eru + deg(G)= 0; thus 
5°(F) = S(G) ~ f2(eru+DEG(O)EOL) 
and consequently d2(eruDEG(O)EOL) c_ 5~2(eru+DEG(O)EOL). [] 
Finally we prove that the incomparabilities depicted in Fig. 1 hold (and conse- 
quently the inclusions are strict). This is done in two steps. First we prove that for 
each nonnegative integer k there is an er+DEG(k+ 1)EOL-family which is not an 
eru+DEG(k)EOL-family (Lemma 2.3). Next we prove that for each nonnegative 
integer k there is an eru+DEG(0)EOL-family which is not an er+DEG(k)EOL- 
family (Lemma 2.4). 
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Lemma 2.3. For each nonnegative integer k there is an er+DEG(k + 1)EOL-famUy 
which is not an eru+DEG(k)EOL-family, i.e., 
~2(er+DEG(k +1)EOL) - S2(eru+DEG(k)EOL) --t: O. 
Proof.  Let k be a nonnegative integer and let Fk.  1 be defined by the following 
productions: S ~ ablb2...bkbk+lbk÷lbk.., b2bla, a--, cd, bi--~ A for l _< i~k+l ,  
c~N,  d~N,  N~N.  
First, we make the following observations. 
(2.1) For any K~S(Fk+1),  K contains at least two elements. 
(2.2) For any w~K~(Fk÷l ) ,  either ]w] =4 and w~v(cdcd) for a dfl-substitu- 
tion v or lw] =2k+4 and w~v(ablb2 ... bkbk+lbk+lb k ... b2bla ). 
Clearly 5((Fk + t) ~ dZ(er+DEG(k + 1)EOL). 
The fact that 5¢(Fk+1)¢zPZ(eru+DEG(k)EOL) is proved by contradiction as 
follows. 
Assume that 5~(Fk+l)~ S2(eru+DEG(k)EOL). Then there exists an EOL form 
F= (V,Z, P, S) such that eru+deg F< k and 5~(F)= f (Fk+ 1). Moreover there must 
be an F'=(V' ,X ' ,P ' ,S ' )<F(t~)  such that 
L(F') = L(Fk + 1) = {ablb2 ... bkbk +lbk +l "" bzbla, cdcd}. 
Clearly (2.1) implies that either 
+= 
cdcdcn+V, ablb2 ... bkbk + lbk + lb k ... bzb la  S, cntF" 
or  
t cdcd S' cntF" + ablb2 ".-bkbk+lbk+lbk "" bzblacntF, 
for a positive integer t. In the above, cnt abbreviates clean nonterminal which means 
that every intermediate word of the derivation contains at least one nonterminal (see 
also the Appendix). Assume that 
D: cclcd t ablb 2''" bkb~+lbk+ lbk "'" bzbla F' 
for a positive integer t. 
If in D it holds that cd~,w, ]w]>k+2,  then cdcd~ww,_ a word of length 
greater than 2k+4,  which contradicts (2.2). 
Hence we have 
cd L ablbz...bkbk+l and cd & bk+lb k...bzbla. F' 
But then abtbz...bkbk+lablbz...bkbk+l would be in L(F') which contradicts 
L(F ' )= L(Fk +1). 
(2) Thus 
,+  
S ¢ntF' ablb2""bkbk+lbk+lbk'"b2bla t cdcd cntF" 
for a positive integer t. 
For each ~, fl ~ { a, b l, bz .. . . .  b~, bk +1, c, d}, a ~= ~, clearly/~-1(a) :/:/~-l(fl) (other- 
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wise we immediately get a contradiction). Without loss of generality assume that for 
a ~ {a, b l, b2 .. . . .  bk, be+ 1, c, d}, / l - l (a)  = a. Consequently, 
L cdcd S cntF += ablb2"'" bkbk+lbk+lbk"" b2blac~tF 
for a positive integer t. 
I f  there exist a, f ie {a, bt, b2 ..... bkbe+l}, a ¢/~ such that a, fl~ eru+(F) then 5~(F) 
contains a language where the only possible words of length four are ablbla (in 
case k=0)  and yOOy. Since for no such word w, we v(cdcd) for a dfl-substitution 
v, # ({a, bl, b2 ... . .  bk, bk + 1} f) eru+(F)) >_ k + 1; a contradiction. Hence the lemma 
holds. [] 
Lemma 2,4. For each nonnegative integer k there is an eru+DEG(O)EOL-family 
which is not an er+DEG(k)EOL-family, i.e., 
~Z(eru+DEG(O)EOL) - 5/JZ(er+DEG(k)EOL) ~O. 
Proof.  Let k be a nonnegative integer. Then define 
Ft+l: S~ablb2. . .bkbk+lbk+lbe. . .b2bl  a, a~cd,  c~N,  d--*N, 
N~N,  b i - 'A  for l _< i<k+l ,  b i~N for l _< i<k+l .  
Obviously f (F k + t) e Lf 2 (eru+DEG (O)EOL). 
Also observe that: 
(2.3) Each language of •(Fk+ 1) which contains a word aflap, where a, fl are 
symbols, must contain a word which is an interpretation of abl b2"'" bk b~ + ~ bk + 1 bk"" 
b2bla. 
The fact that L/J(Fk+I)¢y2(er+DEG(k)EOL) is proved by contradiction as 
follows. 
Assume that there exists an EOL form G, e r+deg(G)~k and S(G)=S(Fe+1) .  
Then there exists a G'  ,~ G(p)  such that 
L(G') = L(Fk + 1) = {ablb2 "" bkbk +lbk +lbk "'" b2bla, cdcd}. 
Analogously as in the proof of Lemma 2.3 (using (2.3)) we can conclude that 
t 
D: ablb2...bkbk+lbk+lbk...b2blacn~F, cdcd. 
Also as in the proof of Lemma 2.3 we can see that for each a, f le{a, bl,be . . . . .  
bk, bk+l, c, d}, a:~/~, /1-1(a) g:/~-l(fl). Without loss of generality assume that for 
ae {a, bl,b 2 .. . . .  bk, b~ +l,c,d}, /~- l (a)=a.  Thus 
(2.4) Let I be a nonnegative integer. I f  at least l elements of {a, bl, b2 ... . .  bk, bk+t} 
can derive A in F ' ,  then er+deg(F)_>l. 
We now take a closer look at D. 
Let u =bib2 ... bkbk + lbk + lbk "" b2bl. 
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First observe that u ~ A is impossible since then (2.4) implies er+deg(F)_> k + 1; 
a contradiction. Then for D the following possibilities are left. 
(~) a '= cdc, u~ d, a~ A F' 
(~) a f, cd, ~ ~, cd, a ~ ~ 
(3) a ~, cd, u ~ c, a ~, d. 
l t t 
(4) a ~, c, u ~, dcd, a ~, A. 
(5) abc, ~c ,  ~b~ 
l ! l 
(6) a~, c, uF  d, a~, cd. 
(7) a b A, ~ ~, cdcd, o ~ ~ 
(~)a~,  .~cdc,  a~d 
(9) a F ~ A, u ~, cd, a F 4 cd. 
~,o) a f, ~, ~ ~, c, a ~ dcd 
Cases (1) through (4), (6) and (8) through (10) are clearly impossible since then 
there exists a word w•  {c,d} +, 1 < Iwl_<3, w•Z(F'); a contradiction. 
In case (5), cdcc must be in L(F');  a contradiction. 
Thus the only case that remains possible is case (7). 
But then a FL A and bib2 "'" bkbk+lbk+l "'" b2bl ~, cdcd, a situation analogous to 
the start situation but with less letters. Proceeding this way we arrive at the fol- 
lowing situation: 
4 cdcd. a&A,  bl &A ..... bk-i &A and bkbk+lbk+lbkF, F' F' F" 
Since in this situation already k symbols of {a, bl,b 2 . . . . .  bk, bk+l} can derive 
the empty word, (2.4) and bkbk+lbk+Lbk~, cdcd imply bk F" & C and bk+l ~, c. Thus 
c 4 • L(F');  a contradiction. Thus 5~(Fk+ 5) ¢ -~2(er+DEG(k)EOL) • 
Hence the lemma holds. [] 
We end this section by proving some results concerning the gramaticality of 
the new defined families. More precisely, let k be a nonnegative integer and 
let X denote L/'2(erDEG(k)EOL), 5('2(eruDEG(k)EOL), S2(er+DEG(k)EOL) or 
S2(eru+DEG(k)EOL). Then we ask for the existence of an EOL form F such that 
S2(F)--5/ '2(X). Lemma 2.2 already provides us with a partial answer to the above 
question. As far as the families 5~'2(er+DEG(k)EOL) and 5(2(eru+DEG(k)EOL) are 
considered, we prove that none of those families, except for 5r2(er+DEG(O)EOL), 
are 'grammatical ' .  To this aim we need the following two lemmas. 
Lemma 2.5. Let F be an EOL form. I f  £f2(F) D_ S2(er+DEG(1)EOL) then for each 
integer k> 2, 
y2(F)  0 (S2(er+DEG(k)EOL) - j2(eru+DEG(k - 1)EOL)) ~ 0. 
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Proof.  Let k be as in the statement of the lemma. Then the EOL forms F~ and H k 
are defined as follows. 
Fk: S~ablb2""bkbk'"b2bla,  a-+cd, b i~A for l< i<k ,  
c~N,  d~N,  N~N.  
Ilk: S~abZka, b~A,  a~cd,  c~N,  d~N,N-*N.  
Clearly 5P(Hk) e S2(er+DEG(1)EOL). 
Now let F be an EOL form such that 5p2(F)z_L¢2(er+DEG(1)EOL). Then 
Y'(H k) e 5"2(F). Consequently there exist F"~F'<~F such that S(Hk)  = f (F ' )  and 
L(Hk) = L(F") = {ab2k a, cdcd}. 
Since every language of S(Hk)  must contain at least two words and because 
cdcd D ab2ka is clearly impossible, it must be the case that 
D: S"cntF. + x = abZk acntF" cdcd 
where S" denotes the axiom of F" and t is a positive integer. This is only possible 
if ctru, x(a) = ed and ctrD, x(b) =A.  
Now one can easily construct an interpretation F"  of F" such that .~(F" )= 
U(Fk) e LPZ(er+DEG(k)EOL ) -  c~2(eru+DEG(k- 1)EOL ) (see Lemma 2.3 and its 
proof). 
Thus Lf (F") e S2(F) n (~2(er+DEG(k)EOL) - S2(eru+DEG(k - 1)EOL)). 
Hence the lemma holds. [] 
Lemma 2.6. There exists no EOL form F such that 
502(F) cl;2" = ~: teru+DEG(O)EOL). 
Proof. The lemma is proved by contradiction as follows. 
Assume that S2(eru+DEG(O)EOL)= 5<2(F) for an EOL form F. 
Consider the EOL form 
H: S~abba,  a--*cd, b~A,  b--,N, c~N,  d~N,  N~N.  
Clearly S (H)e  Lf2(eru+DEG(O)EOL). Then there must be F"<1F'<~F such that 
L(F") =L(H)  = {abba, edcd} and 5~(F ') = L¢(H). 
(1) Clearly cdcd~,, abba is impossible, since otherwise L(F") would also contain 
a word ww where we {a,b}+; a contradiction. 
+ 
(2) No derivation D: S"ff, cdcd exists (S" axiom of F") such that abba~ trace(D) 
otherwise {cdcd} eS(F) ;  a contradiction. 
From (1) and (2) it follows that 
DI :  -'q" cntF" *~ abba cntr . cdcd  
must be a derivation in F". 
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Then clearly two possibilities are left. Either 
bt= (3.1) a ~ ed, F" A or 
(3.2) a~,,A, b~.cd. 
I f  (3.1) holds then clearly an EOL form F"~F can be constructed such that 
S(F")= S(F1) where Fl: S-~ abba, a-~ cd, a-~ A, c-~ N, d~ N, N~ N (see also 
the proof of Lemma 2.3). 
Then the proof of Lemma 2.3 yields S(F")~5~2(eru+DEG(O)EOL); a contra- 
diction. 
If (3.2) holds, then we get a contradiction in a similar way. 
Hence the lemma holds. [] 
Combining Lemmas 2.5 and 2.6 we get the following theorem. 
Theorem 2.1. (i) Let k be a positive integer. Then there exists no EOL form F such 
that 5(2(F) = L/'2(er+DEG(k)EOL). 
(ii) Let k be a nonnegative integer. Then there exists no EOL form F such that 
S 2 (F )  = ~/~ 2(eru +DEG (k)EOL). 
3. Index of erasing 
Let F be an EOL form and let x denote er, eru, er+ or eru+. Instead of looking 
at #(x(F)) we can look more closely at words in L(F) and we count the number of 
occurences of symbols of x(F) in such words. Such an approach is a natural step in 
the investigation of the erasing phenomena in EOL forms (compare, e.g. [5, Chapter 
5, Section 3]). 
The x-index of erasing of F, denoted by xind(F), is defined by x ind(F)= 
max({ #x(F) Y I S ~ y}) if it exists, otherwise xind(F) = oo. 
We will now prove the diagram depicted in Fig. 2. This is done using a sequence 
of five lemmas. 
Inclusions are proved in Lemma 3.1 and equalities in Lemma 3.2. The incompara- 
bilities (and hence the fact that the depicted inclusions are strict), are proved in 
Lemmas 3.3-3.5. 
We start by proving the inclusions. 
Lemma 3.1. For each nonnegative integer k the following relations hold. 
(i) 5(2(erlND(k)EOL ) c_ 5~Z(erulND(k)EOL). 
(ii) S2(er+IND(k)EOL) c_LPZ(erlND(k)EOL). 
(iii) S2(er+IND(k)EOL) c_LgZ(eru+IND(k)EOL). 
(iv) 5£2(eru+IND(k)EOL) c_ •2(erulND(k)EOL). 
Proof.  We give the proof of (i) only; the proofs of (ii)-(iv) are analogous. 
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Let k be as in the statement of the lemma and let 5~(F)eW2(erlND(k)EOL). 
Thus S(F)=Lg(G)  for an EOL form G=(V,Z,P,S) such that erind(G)_<k. 
Consequently 
max{#er(c)x I S * X} --< k. G 
Since eru(G)c_ er(G) we also have 
max{#~ru(c)x [ S * x} </c G 
and thus U(F) = S(G)  ~ Lf2(erulND(k)EOL). [] 
Next we prove the equalities depicted in Fig. 2. 
Lemma 3.2. (i) S2(er+IND(O)EOL) =L/~2(erlND(O)EOL) = ,U2(EPOL). 
(ii) .~ 2 (eru +IND (O)EOL) = 5~ 2 (eru IND (O)EOL). 
Proof.  We give the proof of (i) only; (ii) can be proved analogously. The inclusion 
Y'2(er+IND(O)EOL) c_YJ2(erlND(O)EOL) follows from Lemma 3.1. 
To prove the converse inclusion we proceed as follows. 
Let 5¢'(F)~ y2(erlND(O)EOL). Then there exists an EOL form G= (V,,Z,P, S) 
such that S ~ x implies #er(G)X= 0. 
We prove now that: if S~x,  then also #er+(G)X=0. 
For assume to the contrary that there exists an x such that S * x and #er+(G)X > 0. G 
Then clearly S c x c Y where #er(G) y>0,  a contradiction. 
Thus Y(F) = 5°(G) e 5~2(er+IND(O)EOL) and so 
5£2(erlND(O)EOL) c_ ~Z(er+IND(O)EOL). 
Hence ~A(er + IND(O)EOL) = ~'2(erlND(O)EOL). 
We now prove S2(erlND(O)EOL)= U2(EPOL). 
The inclusion S2(EPOL)c_SZ(erlND(O)EOL) immediately follows from the 
definitions. 
To prove the converse inclusion we proceed as follows. 
Let F be an EOL form such that 5~(F) ~ 5;2(erIND(O)EOL). Thus there exists an 
EOL form G=(V,Z,,P,S) such that S~x implies #~r(c)x=O. Now by removing 
the erasing symbols from G we clearly get an EPOL form (~ such that S (F )= 
5~(G) = .U(G). Thus 5~(F) ~ fz(EPOL). 
Hence the lemma holds. [] 
Finally we proceed to prove the incomparabilities. We need the following three 
lemmas. 
Lemma 3.3. Let k, l be nonnegative integers, k> l. Then there exists an 
er+IND(k)EOL-family which is not an erulND(l)EOL-family, i.e. 
..,q~ 2 (er+ IND (k)EOL ) - ~ 2 (erulND (l)EOL ) 4= 0. 
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Proof.  Let k,l be as in the statement of the lemma. Define 
Fk: S~abka,  a~c ,  b~A,  c~N,  N~N.  
Clearly L(F~) = {abka, cc}. One can easily see that er+(Fk) = {b} and er+ind(Fk) = 
k. Consequently ~(Fk) ~ Y~2(er+IND(k)EOL). 
Observe that: 
(3.1) Each language of 5~(Fk) must contain at least two different words, one 
which is an interpretation of abka and another one is an interpretation of cc. 
The fact that Y(Fk)¢ L/~.2(eruIND(I)EOL) is proved by contradiction. 
In fact we will prove that 5£(Fk)¢.g~2(erulND(k-1)EOL). 
Assume that 5¢'(Fx)e5~Z(erulND(k-1)EOL). Then there exist EOL forms 
G=(V,Z,P,S) and G'=(V',Z,',P',S') such that S(Fk)=_T(G ), eruind(G)_<k-1, 
G' ~G(IO and L(G')= {abka, cc}. 
Now (3.1) implies that either 
t + t + +~ CC. S ~,~G' cc c.tc'+ abka or S cn~O" abkac, tO' 
Since the former case is clearly impossible, we have 
t + S = abka += cc. 
cntG' cntG' 
Consequently 
S + lt-l(abka) += lt-l(cc). 
cntG cntG 
Without loss of generality we can assume that / t - l (a)  = a for a • {a, b, c}. Hence 
S += abka c~C cntG CC. 
We now consider several cases separately and in each of them we derive a contra- 
diction. 
(i) k> 2. If b ~ eru+(G), a language K belongs to S (G)  where Kdoes not contain 
words of length two. Thus b e eru+(G), i.e., b *G uav, t~eru(G) .  Then abka G 
W(Uav)kw and #~r~(G)w(uav) kwh- k; a contradiction. 
(ii) k e 1, 2. If a ~ eru+(G) and b ¢ eru+(G), then as above, a language K belongs 
to S (G)  where K does not contain words of length two. Thus either a e eru+(G) or 
b ~ eru+(G). As in (i) we can then derive a contradiction. 
This ends the proof of the lemma. [] 
Lemma 3.4. Let k be a nonnegative integer. Then there exists an eru+IND(O)EOL- 
family which is not an erIND(k)EOL-family, i.e., 5F2(eru+IND(O)EOL) - 
YJZ(erIND(k)EOL) ~ O. 
Proof. Let k be as in the statement of the lemma. Define 
Fk: S-~abk+la, a- 'c ,  b-~d, b~A,  c-~N, d-~N. N~N.  
Clearly L(Fk)={abk+~a, cdk+lc, cd% ..... cdc, cc} and eru+(Fk)=0. 
quently, ~'(Fk) e ~2(eru+ IND(O)EOL ). 
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Moreover, observe that: 
(3.2) Each language of Lf(Fk) which contains a word which is an interpretation 
of cc must also contain a word which is an interpretation of abk+la. 
The fact that S(Fk)~ Lf2(erIND(k)EOL) is proved by contradiction as follows. 
Assume that S(Fk)6S2(er IND(k)EOL) .  Then there must exist EOL forms 
G=(V,X ,P ,S )  and G'=(V' ,X ' ,P ' ,S ' )  such that erind(G)_<k, S(Fk)=Y~(G),  
G' ,~G(p) and L(G')=L(Fk).  
_~+ _z.k+l _ abk+la + Now, because of (3.2), either cc o, uv u or cc must hold. Since the G' 
former case is clearly impossible, we have D: abk+la tce  for a positive integer t. 
G' 
We consider several cases separately and for each of them we derive a contra- 
diction. 
(i) k> 1. Observe that ctrD, abk+,a(b)~A is clearly impossible. Thus b~er+(G ' ) ,  
i.e., b ~, uav, a ~ er(G'). Hence ab k+ la * w(uav) k+l w, a E er G'  and consequently 
the word p-l(w)( l~- l (U)p- l (a)p- l (V))k+lp- l (w) can be derived in G where 
p- i  (a) ~ er(G). This implies erind(G) __ k + 1; a contradiction. 
(ii) k~ {0, 1}. Obviously either a~er+(G ' )  or b~er+(G ' ) .  Then as in (i) we can 
derive a contradiction. 
This ends the proof of the lemma. [] 
Lemma 3.5. Let k, l be positive integers, k> l. Then there exists an erlND(I)EOL- 
family which is not an eru+IND(k)EOL-family, i.e., 2~2(er lND(I)EOL)-  
2 (eru+IND (k)EOL) ~e O. 
Proof.  
define 
Let k, l be as in the statement of the lemma. Let n be a positive integer and 
Fn, l: S--*a(blbz'"bn)la, a-*An, An--*An_l ..... A2--*A1,AI ~C, 
c~N,N~N,  b i~B i  for l<_i<_n, Bn~Bn_  l, 
Bn-l --* Bn 2 . . . . .  Bz--* B1,B1--* A" 
Clearly L(Fn, l) = {a(blb 2... bn)la, ce} and er(Fn, l) = {B1}. Inspecting the possible 
derivations in Fn, t, one can easily see that 2P(Fn, l)~2~2(erlND(I)EOL). 
Observe that: 
(3.3) Each language of 2~(Fn, t) must contain at least two different words, one 
which is an interpretation of a(btb2 "" bn)la and another one is an interpretation of 
CC. 
We will now prove that S(F~,I)¢ 5fZ(eru+IND(nl - 1)EOL). 
This is proved by contradiction as follows. 
Assume that 5f(Fn, t )esfZ(eru+lND(nl -1)EOL) .  Then there exist EOL forms 
G=(V,X,P,S)  and G'=(V',X' ,P' ,S')  such that 5~(G) =5~(F~,t), eru+ind(G)<_nl- 1, 
G' <1G(p) and L(G')=L(Fn, t). 
Now (3.3) implies that either 
S '+ + ' + ~+o cntG' CCcn~a' a(blbz"'bn)ta or S cn~a' a(blbz"'bn)tac , cc. 
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Since the former case is clearly impossible, we have 
S'cn+C, a(b,b2"" b,)'acntC, cc. 
Consequently 
Sen+c, p-l(a(blb2.., bn)ta) + /./-l(cc)" cntU 
Without loss of generality we can assume that p l (a )=a for a~ {a, bl,b 2 ..... bn,c}. 
We now consider several cases separately and for each of them we derive a contra- 
diction. 
(i) l>2 .  If  there exists a l<_i<_n such that biCeru+(G), then a language K 
belongs to 5°(G) where K does not contain words of length two. Thus for all 
1 <__ i<_ n, b i E eru+(G). Consequently #eru+(G) a(blb2.', bn)ta >- nl; a contradiction. 
(ii) aCeru+(G)  and l~{1,2}. If there exists an 1 <_i<_n such that biCeru+(G ), 
then a language K belongs to Lf(G) where K does not contain words of length two. 
Thus #eru+(G) a(blb2.., bn)la >- nl; a contradiction. 
(iii) a e eru+(G) and l= 2. In this case one can easily prove that at most for one 
1 <_ i<_ n, bi ~ eru+(G). Thus #eru+(G) a(bl b2"'" b,)2a-> 2 + 2(n - 1) = 2n, a contra- 
diction. 
(iv) aeeru+(G)  and l= 1. Then clearly at most two indices i,j exist, 1 <_i<j<_n 
such that bi~eru+(G) and bj~eru+(G). Thus #eru+(c)ablb2 "'" bna>-2 +(n-  2)=n; 
a contradiction. 
Since (i) through (iv) exhaust all possibilities, 
5; (F~, t) qi S2(eru+ IND(nl -  1)EOL ). 
Thus for n big enough ~(F~,t)e 5"2(erlND(1)EOL)- 5~2(eru+IND(k)EOL). 
Hence the lemma holds. [] 
We end this section by mentioning that we have not proved a counterpart of 
Theorem 2.1 for the index case. Proving such a result seems to be rather difficult. 
The main reason for this is that the degree of erasing is a property of the produc- 
tions of the system (which can easily be checked), whereas the index of erasing is 
a property of the derivations of the system which is not so easy to handle. 
Appendix 
To establish the notations used in the paper we only recall the following. 
(i) For a set X, #(X)  denotes the cardinality of X and if X is a finite nonempty 
set of integers, then max(X) denotes its maximum. An alphabet will always be a 
finite set of symbols. 
(ii) A denotes the empty word; given a word x, Ix] denotes its length, alph(x) 
denotes the set of letters occuring in x, and for an alphabet A, #~(x) denotes the 
number of occurrences of letters from/1 in x. 
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(iii) Two languages KI,K 2 are said to be equal if K 1 [,.J {A} =K2I,.J {A}. 
(iv) An EOL system G is a 4-tuple G=(V,X,P,S), V is a nonempty alphabet, 
Xc_ V is called the set of  terminals, the elements of  V -~r  are called nonterminals, 
S ~ V-  X is called the axiom, and P is a finite set of  pairs (a, x) with a e V and x ~ V* 
such that for each a e V at least one such pair is in P. An element p = (a,x) of  P 
is called a production and is usually written as a ~ x. a --, x is called an a-product ion 
and the fact that a ~ x belongs to P is often abbreviated as u ~, x. 
I f  in each production of  G the right-hand side differs from A, then we say that 
G is a propagating EOL system abbreviated as EPOL system. 
As usual we use ~ to denote the derivation relation induced by P;  the symbols 
k 
(k is a positive integer), ~ and ~ have the usual meaning. To avoid cumbersome 
notation we will often omit the specification G below the arrow whenever G is 
understood f rom the context. 
The language of G, denoted by L(G), is defined by 
* x}. L(G) = {xeX* IS G 
(v) Let G = (V, Z', P, S) be an EOL system. A derivation in G (of w starting from 
x) is a sequence of words (x0,xl . . . . .  xn), n-> 1 such that 
Xo=X,  Xn= W, Xo 8 XI, XI ~ X2 . . . . .  X n 1 8 Xn, 
together with a precise description how all the occurrences in x i are rewritten to 
obtain Xi+l, O<_i<_n-1. Such a description can be formalized (see e.g., [5]). We 
depict a derivation D by 
D: Xo ~ X 1 ~ ' "~ X n . 
The sequence of  words (x 0,xl . . . . .  xn) is called the trace of D, denoted as trace(D). 
Each occurrence of  a letter in every word of  {x0 . . . . .  xn_ l} has a unique contribu- 
tion to x~ through D; if a is an occurrence of  a letter in x i, O<_i<_n - 1, then we use 
ctrD, x,(a) to denote this contribution. 
Let D be as above, then D is called clean nonterminal, denoted by 
+ 
D: x ~ X n 0 cnlG 
if for l <_i<_n-1, alph(xi)N(V-Z)g:O. 
(vi) A substitution r defined on some alphabet A is called a dfl-substitution 
(disjoint finite letter-substitution) if r(a) is an alphabet for each aeA and 
T (u)Nr (B)=O for ag:~,a,B~A. 
Let F=(V,X,P,S) be an EOL system and let r be a dfl-substitution on V. Then 
we define 
r(P)  = {B~yla~x,  Bier(a)  and yet (x )} .  
(vii) An EOL form is just an EOL system. We mostly use the name ' form'  to 
indicate that we consider properties on the level of  language families whereas the 
name 'system' will be used whenever we consider properties on the language level. 
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EOL forms are often given by simply listing their productions. Then upper case 
letters will denote nonterminals, lower case letters will denote terminals. The axiom 
will be clear from the context. 
Let F=(V,Z,P,S) be an EOL form. Let /l be a dfl-substitution on V and let 
F'=(V',Z',P',S') be an EOL system such that 
(a) For every et~V'-X' ,  tl l (a )~V-Z;  
(b) For every aeX ' ,  / i l (a )eZ;  
(c) P '¢  U(P); 
(d) S' ela(S). 
Then F '  is called an interpretation of  F (modulo II), abbreviated F'<F(ta). 
The language family ofF, denoted S(F )  is defined by 
Y'(F) = {L(F')JF'<F}. 
Two EOL forms F 1 and F 2 are called form equivalent if .9~ (F1) = ~(F2). 
Finally for a family of systems X we denote 
j ' (X) = {L(F) IF is an X system} 
and 
~'2(X)  = {5/'(F) ]F  is an X system}. 
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